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Expertly manage the largest expenditures on your company’s balance sheet with
ef�ciency and con�dence. With Bloomberg Tax Fixed Assets, you gain accuracy and
control to empower better decisions, optimize tax savings, shorten �nancial close
times, and respond to change faster.

Powered by the Advantage platform and equipped with �exible integration
capabilities, Fixed Assets makes it easy to share and analyze tax data with
accounting, compliance, and audit teams. With Fixed Assets, it’s easy to manage the
complete �xed assets lifecycle, from construction and purchase through retirement.
Corporations nationwide rely on Fixed Assets to save time and money, while
improving accuracy and visibility.

With Fixed Assets you can:
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Streamline and optimize your �xed assets managment

Be con�dent that your depreciation calculations are accurate with our built-in
expertise

Dramatically shorten closing times

Effortlessly be up to date on all relevant federal and state tax law changes

Respond to change faster and have more time for strategic activities

Bloomberg Tax Fixed Assets lets you handle even the most demanding tax,
accounting, and reporting requirements. You can effectively manage and control
your �xed assets depreciation.

Out-of-the-box compliance

Expert Wizards

Audit trails

Comprehensive reporting

Integration with accounting and tax compliance systems

File attachements added to asset records

Learn more about Bloomberg Tax Fixed Assets
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